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Abstract:
Architecture today has taken on increasingly prescriptive viewpoints, from environmental evaluation to socially responsible indicators for judging architectural quality (Preiser et al, 2015; Wines, 2000). This paper presents a method that can contribute in bridging the divide between qualitative architectural critique and environmental evaluations.

In this paper, we define sustainable architecture as design that is vibrant and culturally significant such that it enriches the city fabric and helps its people flourish, on the condition that environmental health is supported (Williamson et al, 2003; Farmer, 1996). Based on this definition, how can we better understand how deeply environmental strategic interventions integrate with the overall architectural expectations of any project? This paper will present an analytical design matrix that seeks to integrate the complex and at times contradictory environmental interventions with the architectural disciplinary expectations.

The challenging requirements of sustainability today require a variety of experts throughout the design process. While these experts, may be architects or engineers, they each have very different knowledge and areas of expertise, which may represent a complementary set of conceptual and pragmatic expertise (Cucuzzella & Chupin, 2014). We know that architects use the qualitative assessment, often referred to as the critique, as a way to judge the qualities of the architecture project. On the other, engineers prefer to quantitatively evaluate the efficiency of their strategies in order to optimize these as much as possible (Guy & Moore, 2007; Guy & Farmer, 2000). Where can these two forms of assessment intersect in the architectural project? We know that if each of these designers work within their own silos without deep collaborations, we observe at least two drawbacks: (1) the design synergies are not taken advantage of and (2) the project is disjointed as a whole from the point of view of a coherent ecological vibrant space.

An important finding from a three-year long Canada-wide research project, of which I was part of, entitled “Greening the Architecture Curriculum”, was that it is important to
provide tools for environmental guidance, without being prescriptive (Cucuzzella et al, 2010).

In this paper I present a design matrix that is comprised of the environmental strategies on one side and the architectural expectations on the other - a matrix that comprises approximately 12 row vectors by 12 column vectors. This matrix is intended to articulate how deeply across the overall architectural project the environmental design strategies are interconnected. The aim of this analytical matrix is to avoid the situation that a series of technical solutions are simply juxtaposed onto an architectural project by encouraging a holistic and integrated approach during project conception.
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